The narrow dating of some of the early New Testament papyri and the methodological approach that is used must be brought into question in the light of the acknowledged difficulties with palaeographical dating and especially the use of assigned dated literary papyri. The thesis of this paper is that the way forward in dating New Testament papyri, or for that matter any undated literary papyri, is first to locate the manuscript in its graphic stream and using, on the whole, dated documentary papyri belonging to the same stream, come to an approximate understanding of where in the history of the stream the manuscript lies. The following New Testament Papyri will be so treated: P  , P  + and P  .
that are unique to the scribe.
 Further comparative difficulties arise in that it is difficult to compare like with like, in other words documentary manuscripts, which are dated, are often compared to undated book manuscripts. In some cases this difficulty can be overcome by being able to compare undated book manuscripts with book manuscripts that can be reasonably dated from information such as a dated document on the recto or verso or with dated documentary manuscripts that are written in a 'book' style. Where no such control exists palaeographers often resort to assigned dated literary manuscripts as comparanda which of course leads to circularity of argument.
. Methodological Considerations
A stricter methodology is needed especially in regard to the dating of some of the NT papyri. First and foremost identification of the graphic stream to which a hand belongs is of vital importance as it helps in identifying the fundamental peculiarities of a hand.
 With the aid of dateable manuscripts that mirror the same formations and other appropriate data the hand may be placed within its historical context. The problem with this approach is obvious in that firmly dated texts are written on the whole in a faster and more cursive script. Embellishments such as serifs may give way to a more utilitarian style resulting in an appearance that is very different from the texts that are found in literary works where, as a rule, more care was taken in their production. A possible way ahead in using dated documentary hands is to detect the underlying  R. Cribiore, Writing, Teachers and Students in Graeco-Roman Egypt (Atlanta: Scholars, ) has helped in our understanding of how school children were trained to write; however the questions in regard to the detailed training of scribes still remain. See also K. HainesEitzen, Guardians of Letters: Literacy, Power, and the Transmitters of Early Christian Literature (Oxford: Oxford University, ) -, who devotes a chapter to the training of Christian scribes and who notes the multifunctional ability of scribes. Haines-Eitzen mentions the passage from Eusebius (HE .) who recounts in part that Ambrose placed at the disposal of Origen, κόραις ἐπὶ τὸ καλλιγραϕεῖν ἠσκηέναις. The quote is tantalising as it leaves us asking, 'what did Eusebius mean by καλλιγραϕεῖν and why only girls?'
 The term 'graphic stream' is used by G. Cavallo, 'Greek and Latin Writing in the Papyri', The Oxford Handbook of Papyrology (ed. R. S. Bagnall; Oxford/New York: Oxford University, ) . Cavallo uses the term to describe the various scripts that have some sort of characteristic uniformity in style over a period of time. A particular graphic stream is identified by certain elements that characterise a script. The so-called 'biblical majuscule' stream is identified by the contrast between thin horizontal strokes and fatter vertical strokes. The 'severe' graphic stream is characterised by a contrast in size between broad letters and narrow letters. The 'decorated round cursive' is a graphic stream characterised by rounded letters and vertical strokes finished with a serif or a roundel. The way that individual letters are formed within these graphic streams is secondary to the overall style of the script. So for example, whether an alpha is formed with an arched vertical stroke or is written in a single sequence with a loop is not as important in dating, as is the graphic stream in which the letter occurs.
formation of letters in a documentary hand and then compare the characteristics of those formations with that of the literary text. In dating by handwriting, individual letter shapes need to be studied to detect similarities or dissimilarities across time, but the graphic stream in which they are embedded remains the controlling factor.  In using palaeographical comparisons for dating manuscripts we also need to take into consideration that a particular graphic stream may persist for some period of time, perhaps even for a hundred years.  Along with dated documentary papyri, firmly dated documentary texts that are written in a 'bookhand' are the most obvious comparanda for dating literary manuscripts. Literary texts that can be roughly dated because of a documentary text written on the verso of the manuscript may also be of some use; however they are not numerous.

In view of our limited knowledge of scribal training and the nature of the comparanda a narrow dating of hands should be avoided unless there is reliable evidence to warrant otherwise. With these methodological considerations in view, the following NT papyri will be reviewed.
Ryl.  has been dated variously. C. H. Roberts (ed. pr.) dated P.Ryl.  to the first half of the second century. For dated documentary parallels Roberts used P.Fay.  (letter, AD ), P.Lond. inv. (-), P. Oslo.  () and assigned dated documents, Egerton Papyrus  and P.Berol. . Turner had no evidence to invalidate Roberts' dating but added the caution that P.Amh.  () shows similarities with P.Ryl.  and dated it simply to the second century. Wilcken, citing manuscripts in the Apollonios archive (-), suggested early II. Comfort suggested very early second century because of its likeness to P.Oxy.  (early II). Schmidt offered P. Beatty (early III) as a comparative manuscript for dating P.Ryl.  and dated it late second century close to . Brent Nongbri has rightly argued for a widening of the possible range of dates for P.Ryl. .
 He investigated Roberts' use of various manuscripts in his dating of P.Ryl. , observing that P.Berol.  has some definite similarities with P.Ryl.  whilst noting that the formations of phi, alpha and epsilon are quite distinct. He also rightly dismisses Egerton Papyrus  as of any use for dating purposes, as it also for its date relies on, for the most part, the same manuscripts. The same can be said of the use of P.Beatty  for dating P.Ryl. . Nongbri places quite a deal of emphasis on the two different ways the alpha is formed in P.Ryl. . He notes that in l. verso the alpha has an arched vertical stroke, whilst the other, l. verso, is written in a single sequence with a loop. He observes that in the case of P.Fay.  these same two ways of forming the alpha can be seen as well as - years later in P.Oxy.  (-). Nongbri rightly rejects P.Lond. inv. as being comparable to P.Ryl.  and also P.Oslo.  whose 'overall appearance is not terribly close' as well as BGU  and P.Flor. . He also notes that many of the features Roberts isolates in papyri from the late first to the mid-second centuries persist into the late second and third centuries. Nongbri offers some new comparanda; P.Mich. inv. = SB  (c. ); P.Amh. , (); P.Oxy.  (c. ?); P. Oxy.  (most probably, -) and P.Oxy.
In what graphic stream are we to place P.Ryl. ? Cavallo placed it in a graphic stream that he maintained arose in the mid-second century and developed into its ideal form, the Alexandrian Majuscule (Greek Uncial of Coptic Type), in the fifth to sixth centuries. P.Grenf.  is cited as an example of this script.
 However the graphic stream that P.Ryl.  represents is attested in the first century AD and onwards. It is a round block script that has cursive letter formations written with a fluid ductus, the two oblique middle strokes of the mu are combined to form a dish shape, omega and upsilon are generally formed with loops, epsilon has an extended middle hastas and the obliques of lamda, upsilon, mu and delta are often written with a curl at the top. Whether this graphic stream developed into the Alexandrian Majuscule is a moot point. Variations occur within this graphic stream due to the proficiency of the scribe, writing speed, individual stylistic preferences and document type. The majority of the following documents are documentary and many need to be viewed from the perspective of how the scribe might write a more formal manuscript such as a book. Dated examples for the P.Ryl.  stream are: P.Oxy.
is, where does P.Ryl.  fit in this continuum? As can be observed, the graphic stream in which P.Ryl.  is to be located appears to have great holding power in its letter formation (hence Turner's II, Schmidt's early III). Consequently it is 

Cavallo based the dating of the Biblical Uncial hands on the assumption that there is a diachronic development in the hand so that the characteristics associated with it become more marked in time. He argues from this evolutionary thesis that the Biblical Uncial style took its classic shape in the middle to late second century AD.
 Peter Parsons rightly notes that the objection to this assumption is that the objectively datable examples are too few to prove that the more developed examples of the script are always later than the less developed ones. It may just be that the more and the less developed are the work of the more and the less artistic and competent scribes working in the same period.  Parsons is correct in this observation and this of course makes a narrow dating of P  + problematic. From Table  it can be observed that there are enough similarities to suggest that P  + could be contemporary with P.Oxy. , which has been dated to late II; on the other hand, it could be closer to the date of Sinaiticus. Comfort argues that some sort of a terminus ad quem can be proposed, as P  was used as stuffing for the binding of a codex of Philo, which according to Roberts, was written in the late third century and which he speculates was hidden when very rare after the first century. . The finials at the feet of the letters are seen in manuscripts dated from the last quarter of the third century BC to the third quarter of the first century AD. . The eg form (before compounds with b, d and l) is very early compared to the ek form. . The hand of one of the correctors is to be dated early (second century BC to early second AD).
However, most have found Kim's case not compelling. Bruce Griffin, in a detailed response to Kim's dating, has offered a dating of c. -.
 Griffin argues that:
 P. Comfort, The Text of the Earliest New Testament Greek Manuscripts (Wheaton: Tyndale House, ) -. Comfort also argues for an early date of P  + based on the small number of nomina sacra. The problem of dating P  + on this basis is that it can lead to circularity of argument whereas the treatment of words as nomina sacra may be far more complex. There is also the possibility that the scribe of P  + strictly adhered to the format, in the Vorlage, of words treated as nomina sacra.  Images of P  can be accessed through: http://evangelicaltextualcriticism.blogspot.com// /images-of-P-michigan-portions.html ().  Y. K. Kim, 'Palaeographical Dating of P to the Latter First Century', Biblica  () -.  B. Griffin, 'The Paleographical Dating of P-', www.biblical-data.org/P-%Oct%.
pdf ().
. The use of ligatures does not so much indicate a time period as it does a lapse in professionalism. . Handwriting became strongly bilinear in the first century and began to break down in the second century when by the third century it was common to find hands that kept to the upper notional line but not the lower. . The hand of the corrector which appears early because of the 'separated kappa' (vertical stroke separated from rest of the letter) consists of only two letters and therefore a consistency of formation cannot be established. . The decorated style (Zierstil, Schubart) of P  , which Kim claims is evidence of an early dating for P  , continued well into the third century.
James Royse, commenting on the eg form, which Kim maintains is very early compared to the ek form before compounds with b, d and l, notes that Kim is selective in presenting evidence for the date of the shift and that the available evidence demonstrates that the form is early but also consistent with a dating of P  to c. .
 S. Pickering rightly criticizes Kim's methodology in that he allows individual letter forms to take precedence over style (graphic stream).
It is in fact fairly easy to find similar letter shapes in hands many centuries apart which have no stylistic connections apart from a common heritage of the handwritten letter shapes of the Greek alphabet.

Phillip Comfort, whilst criticizing Kim's approach, dates the papyrus to the middle of the second century on the basis of its similarity to P.Oxy. , P.Oxy. , P.Ryl. , P. Berol.  and the second hand of P.Oxy. .

The text of P  is written with an upright block script that has been influenced by cursive formations. Some of the letters are angular in formation (especially phi, beta, upsilon, delta). Serifs are formed at the top and base of most verticals. Many of the serifs are formed on the vertical strokes with a short horizontal line to the left. The middle hastas of the epsilon is extended and a detached form occurs infrequently. The two oblique middle strokes of the mu are combined to form a dish shape, omega is generally formed with loops and the obliques of lamda, upsilon, mu and delta are often written with a curl at the top. There is some emphasis on keeping to an upper notional line, but not always, by writing letters such as the omega and omicron in a smaller script and placing them closer to the upper line and by 'hanging' the upsilon and sometimes the beta down from the upper line. P  has been placed by Cavallo in a graphic stream which he traced from around AD  to around AD  and which he proposes developed, when fully formed, into the 'Alexandrian majuscule'.  However, the graphic stream to which P  most probably belongs has developed from a script that can be traced back to the third century BC (P. Hibeh , P.Ryl. ) and is characterized by serifs and more angular formations for letters such as delta, phi and upsilon rather than the round ductus for those letters that represent Cavallo's proto 'Alexandrian majuscule'. This graphic stream continued into the third century (P.Oxy. , AD ) and into the fourth/fifth century (P.Ryl. ). P.Oxy.  also belongs to the same graphic stream and shares many similar features with P  . P.Oxy.  can be dated to the first half of the second century with reasonable confidence because of the documentary text on the verso.  P.Oxy.  and P.Oxy.  differ from P  in that they lack the apparent emphasis on the upper notional line, whereas the scribe of P  has a tendency sometimes seemingly to favour the upper line. The tendency to favour the upper line, especially with regard to the omega and omicron, can be observed in the following first-, second-and third-century documentary scripts, P.Oxy.  (-),
. This tendency in P  is more apparent than actual and is not consistent. In f..v. l., for example, an apparent favouring of the upper line may be observed because of the smaller omicrons; however, in l. the omicrons are written in a similar size compared to the other letters and the beta is begun above the upper notional line; a more or less bilinear result is achieved. Another stylistic feature of P  influenced by documentary practice is the occasional angular tails on some of the descendars. At what point along the continuum of the more angular graphic stream does P  best fit? Griffin rightly states, 'it is very difficult to find a very close comparison for P  '.  In assigning any date to P  four characteristics of the hand need to be kept closely in mind: the angularity of the letters mentioned above, some emphasis on the upper notional line, the occasional tail endings on descendars as a decorative style and the influence of cursive formations on such letters as alpha, mu and epsilon. In comparing documentary hands with literary hands it must be kept in mind that how a scribe wrote a document, such as a contract or bill of sale, would be quite different from how the same scribe might write a book. However, it may also be expected that some characteristics of letter formation would be shared. If this is the case, it may be observed from Table  below that the hand characteristics that can be observed in P  seem to group around AD -. Of course this observation must by its nature be tentative as it includes only papyri from Oxyrhynchus, and there are only two papyri that evidence all the attributes of P  . Given our limited knowledge of scribal practices and that there are some corresponding style similarities that appear earlier, perhaps a tentative dating range of AD - should be assigned to P  .
If Roger Bagnall is correct in his assumption, that it would be quite unusual to find any Christian texts in the Egyptian chora before the Severan period, are we able to eliminate any possibility of the above NT papyri being dated to the the possibility that Christian texts may well have been produced in the second century in such places as Alexandria or even further afield where there were quite active Christian churches and were then, in the third-century, brought to Christians living in the chora. So, for instance, it is not beyond the realms of possibility that a church in Alexandria gave an old copy of the collected letters of Paul, produced in the mid-second century, to a newly established third century church in Oxyrhynchus. Provenance does not necessarily equate with origin of production. A far more fundamental problem with Bagnall's assumption, as Larry Hurtado has rightly observed, is that Bagnall's conclusion relies on too much guesswork to form a compelling argument; further, it is reasonable to assume from the evidence that Christians may have produced copies of their texts disproportionate to their number in the general population.  Therefore the date range for the above papyri must include the possibility of a production date in the second century if the palaeographical evidence warrants it.
. Conclusion
The above examples demonstrate that a methodological approach, which includes the identification of the graphic stream in which a hand is to be located, is fundamental for the dating of undated papyri. It is admitted that the extension of the date range for the above NT papyri, using this approach, is perhaps unsatisfying for NT scholars and Early Church historians who would wish for a more specific date. However, the nature of the evidence which we have to hand, as has been demonstrated in this paper, is not able to deliver the close dating that some others have attributed to them and which we would desire.
 For Bagnall's argument concerning the probability of finding almost no surviving Christian manuscripts in the chora of Egypt dated to the late first or second century, see R. S. Bagnall, Early Christian Books in Egypt (Princeton: Princeton University, ) -. Bagnall argues from probability that we should expect that the percentage of Christian papyri among extant second-century papyri correlates with the likely percentage of Christians in the population of Egypt at that time. Bagnall, in the absence of hard data, adopts Rodney Stark's estimation of the number of Christians in the early centuries. Bagnall on this basis proposes that Christians comprised as much as  percent of the Egyptian population only by 'the late s'. From this he reasons that Christian manuscripts from the second century should comprise no more than one percent of the total extant, or about one or two manuscripts.  For Hurtado's complete argument, see L. Hurtado, Review of Roger S. Bagnall, Early Christian Books in Egypt, Review of Biblical Literature (), http://rblnewsletter.blogspot.com/ __archive.html ().
